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ABSTRACT
This fieldtrip report summarizes an intercultural exchange between the Xerente indigenous people
and representatives of North American indigenous peoples from the Navajo Nation, the
Confederated Tribes of Colville Reservation and the Pascua Yaqui Tribe, in addition to Brazilian
and U.S. professors, researchers, and students from diverse U.S. and Amazon Basin universities
and institutions. The exchange was organized as an optional trip held on May 17, 2018 after the
Palmas Workshop of the Amazon Dams Network/Rede de Pesquisa em Barragens Amazônicas.
During the fieldtrip participants met with Xerente leaders, officers, and the Mayor of the Tocatínia
municipality to exchange experiences related to land and river management in general, and more
specifically on the socio-ecological effects of hydroelectric dam construction on interconnected
indigenous lands, rivers, and livelihoods. Participants visited Porteira village, where a special
ceremony was prepared by the Xerente to welcome the visitors. The participants visited a
demonstrative solar powered water pumping and storage project used to irrigate crops. The
Xerente and the indigenous visitors exchanged gifts, and the Xerente presented a memorandum of
intent expressing their gratitude and willingness to continue in the promotion of and participation
in such exchanges.
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Mutual Challenges and Shared Experiences Among The Xerente and North American
Indigenous Peoples
In May 2018, after a week of learning about the dam affected peoples and ecosystems
of the Amazon and Colorado River basins, our group of international scholars, advocates, and
indigenous peoples traveled from Palmas, Brazil to spend a day with the Xerente People of the
Tocantins River Basin. The purpose of our Amazon Dams Network National Science
Foundation-Research Coordination Network (ADN-NSF-RCN) field trip was to learn firsthand
the impacts of the Lajeado Dam on both the people’s livelihoods and the riverine environment.
Our group consisted of international scholars, advocates, and indigenous peoples. We were not
quite sure what to expect and little did we know that we would bear witness to the first
encounter between North American Indigenous peoples and the Xerente of Porteira Village.
The Xerente people, whose self-designation is Akwe, form, along with the Xavante
people (self-designation A'we) of Mato Grosso, the central branch of the societies of the Jê
language family in Brazil (ISA, 2018). The Xerente presently have a population of nearly
3000 people distributed in more than 40 villages. The group lives in a legally recognized land
totaling 183,245,902 ha in the Tocantínia municipality. The territory is divided in two lands,
the Xerente indigenous land (IL) and the Funil IL, which were demarcated at different
moments, and whereas the demarcation process involved diverse legal processes and conflicts
(Schroeder, 2010). The Xerente IL was homologated by Decree 97.838 on June 16, 1989,
with an extension of 167,542,105 ha. The Funil IL was sanctioned by Decree 269 on October
29, 1991, with an extension of 15,703,797 ha. These lands correspond to a small part of the
extensive territory originally occupied by the group when the first European settlers arrived
in the Savannas of the Araguaia-Tocantins inter-fluvial region.
At the start of the day, we drove from Palmas to Tocantínia, a town where 50% of the
population is Xerente, an indigenous people of Brazil who first encountered the Portuguese
some 250 years ago. On the way towards this town, we passed by a reservoir created by the
Lajeado Dam built between 1996 and 2001on the Tocantins River. Not only did this dam
inundate 630 km2 of land in 2002, creating a barrier for the upstream-downstream passage of
aquatic and riparian species, but it also caused deep socio-cultural and mental health impacts
to the indigenous people
who have lived along this
river
since
time
immemorial (Figure 1).
Moreover, Lajeado Dam
stopped the annual flood
cycle that provided natural
fertilization of the river
banks,
subsequently
degrading the soil quality
of
the
traditional
agricultural fields.

Figure 1. Lajeado dam and the Xerente Indigenous Lands. Source:
Hanna et al. (2016).
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A compensation program called Programa de Compensação Ambiental Xerente
(PROCAMBIX) was designed in 2000 to mitigate the social and environmental impacts of the
dam on an estimated 3000 Xerente inhabitants, located a few kilometers downstream. A postproject analysis of this program revealed that it caused several social and environmental
impacts on the Xerente such as intra-group conflict, expansion of villages without adequate
health and education services infrastructure, loss of fisheries, loss of food sovereignty, cultural
erosion, and changes in agricultural practices (Hanna et al. 2016). It was to investigate these
impacts that we headed into the field.
Our first stop was at Tocantínia City Hall to meet with local town leaders, many of
whom were Xerente. The Xerente people were dressed in their indigenous regalia and stood in
a procession to formally welcome the Amazon Dams Network to their aboriginal territories.
Inside the City Hall, the formal welcomes continued as the mayor, municipal deputy, secretary,
firefighters, and teachers each took a seat at the council table. Once the local leaders were
introduced, they invited the Native American Indigenous delegates from Amazon Dams
Network to join them at the council table. The indigenous representation included members
from four Native American Nations: the Diné (Navajo) Nation located in Arizona, Utah,
Colorado, and New Mexico; the Confederated Tribes of Colville Reservation located in
Washington; the Pasque Yaqui Tribe located in southern Arizona; and the Cherokee Nation
located in Georgia.
After this introduction, the indigenous peoples from across the Americas engaged in a
deep discussion about the impacts of hydroelectric dams and other resource extraction practices
on their communities and livelihoods. In turn they discussed how each group has struggled to
maintain their indigenous customs with the onset of capital-intensive environmental
governance, in particular exploitative natural resource development and management practices.
As stories unfolded about mutual challenges and shared experiences, the mayor recounted how
the free-flowing Tocantins River was once the basis of all activity in the region for both nonindigenous and indigenous communities alike. While all the riverine communities suffered
with the construction of Lajeado Dam, he expounded, Xerente communities were the most
impacted by the hydropower complex because of their deep connection to the land through
their language, culture, and livelihoods. According to the mayor, the major disparity in impacts
for the Xerente was due to their dependence on flood-recession agriculture and fishing, both of
which have declined since Lajeado Dam came on line in 2002.
In accordance with mandates that dam-affected communities must be compensated for
dam impacts, all the towns around Lajeado Dam received compensation, except Tocantínia. Ex
post facto, a fast negotiation resulted in remuneration for losses at a mere 10 Million Brazilian
Reals (equivalent to 2.6 Million USD in November 2018). For a population of 8500 people,
4000 of whom are indigenous, a direct per capita compensation roughly equates to a mere $305
USD. Arguably, the lack of just compensation stems from the type of affects suffered by this
community. That is to say, as the Xerente were not displaced by the reservoir filling,
compensation was not deemed necessary by the energy company. Yet, mounting evidence
shows that downstream dam impacts can be equally as devastating to riverine communities as
upstream impacts, if not more so (Castro-Diaz, Lopez, & Moran, n.d.; Fearnside, 2016;
Forsberg et al., 2017; Graf, 2006; Hanna, Vanclay, Langdon, & Arts, 2016; Van Looy, Tormos,
& Souchon, 2014). However, these impacts are less immediate and less visible and therefore,
often not anticipated. Such is the case in Tocantínia and the nearby indigenous Xerente
Reserve. Nevertheless, these latent affects are driving mental health issues and other social
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impacts from the diminished ability of community members to subsist from their usual fishing
and agricultural practices.
Later in the day, we traveled to see these impacts as a group, but before that departure,
more accounts of impacts were shared. The firefighters expressed concerns about climate
change manifesting in precipitation changes. Notably, there is less rain resulting in less water
in the rivers and creeks. The reciprocal effect of this water scarcity is a reduction in endemic
fish and animal species subsequently decreasing traditional fishing and hunting practices. The
firefighters also spoke of how climate change was increasing the incidence of wildfires.
Although the indigenous fire fighters were trained in ‘modern’ management, in 2015 they
decided to return to practicing their traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) of fire
management based on indigenous science elders passed down through the generations. The
firefighters did, however, choose to continue use their training in modern mapping techniques.
According to Mistry, Schmidt, Eloy, & Bilbao (2018), this meshing of TEK and modern
science into “intercultural fire governance” can lead to more effective fire management.
Nevertheless, for the Xerente, the action of indigenous firefighters decolonizing fire
management practices symbolizes a commitment to preserve, actively use, and maintain their
culture and ways of knowing in present day management of natural resources and to actively
step away from western domination.
Next Carmelita, a teacher at the local school, explained that there are 30 schools on the
Reserve, yet for a long time, teaching was hindered by language barriers and a shortage of
indigenous teachers with education degrees. However, today the situation is changing with
more native teachers able to teach in the Xerente language. There is also a library containing a
wealth of elder knowledge available to the students. Despite access to the western education
system and land management practices, these two testimonies made it clear that the sentiment
among the community is a desire to maintain their indigenous culture, traditions, language, and
traditional ecological knowledge. Around the council table, several people expressed their
belief that knowledge exchange with their North American brothers and sisters was important
and that the Xerente would like to learn about solutions and agreements made in the United
States regarding indigenous peoples.
With this invitation, Dr. Karletta Chief of the Navajo Nation introduced herself in the
customary way and Diné language as Bitterwater born for Near-the-Water People and
acknowledging her maternal grandfather as Manygoats People and her paternal grandfather as
Red-running-into-the-Water People. After acknowledging the Xerente leaders and thanking
them for welcoming her onto their traditional territories, Dr. Chief spoke of the impacts her
people have experienced with resource extraction under colonialism by the Spaniards and
English settlers, on the land originally ocuupied by the North-American indigenous peoples.
She recounted how as she grew up, her community’s traditional lands were taken for coal
mining, their waters and air contaminated, and the top soil destroyed. Her family was forced to
relocate.
Dr. Chief provides a case in point that in the United States there is an indigenous
movement to utilize higher education to advocate for sovereignty, environmental protection,
and livelihoods. In this cultural exchange, she shared how the commitment to her Diné people
and to healing their lands provided motivation to pursue a PhD in hydrology and water
resources. Through higher education, she explained she can help her community, her Nation,
address the environmental impacts of resource extraction. One example she shared of
indigenous peoples in the United States unifying across diverse nations to stand up for their
rights was at Standing Rock against the Dakota Access Pipeline. Dr. Chief is one of many
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indigenous scholars in the United States who are working toward environmental justice for
their people through higher education to decolonize the minds, culture, research, and data of
indigenous peoples while achieving growing credibility and advancement of indigenous
scientific knowledge for use in regenerating tribal communities.
Situating Dr. Chief’s personal stories within the broader context of indigenous
communities of the Southwestern United States over the past century, capital-intensive
development of the Colorado River basin has taken shape in hydroelectric dams, irrigation
projects, and storage reservoirs on Indigenous lands. While these dam building activities along
the Colorado River enabled a capitalist economy to grow and develop in the region, the ultimate
paradox is that these dams and irrigation waters have undoubtedly improved many lives, but at
enormous cultural and environmental costs. For instance, across the U.S.-Mexico border from
the lush agricultural fields of Yuma, Arizona and California’s Imperial Valley one encounters
the dry, militarized borderlands in which more than 90 percent of the Colorado River has been
diverted by upstream dams.
Shaylih Muehlmann (2013:1) describes the tensions swirling around the Colorado River
in her recent book, Where the River Ends: Contested Indigeneity in the Mexican Colorado
Delta by stating that “directly across the border the river’s water trickles to a stream. This is
the most unequal international border in the world, a geopolitical barrier that while seeking to
stop people from going north, as we shall see, prevents water from flowing south. Now, all that
remains of the Colorado River is a dried-out riverbed, whose cracked and saline surface is a
potent reminder of the river that once fanned out in the Mexican Colorado delta.” Prior to
upstream dams, this delta encompassed more than 2 million acres of brackish wetlands and
extreme desert. After the completion of the last large Colorado River dam – Glen Canyon Dam
in 1963 – the delta dried up, reducing the area to 10 percent of its original size (Clifford, 2008).
Fifty years on from the filling of Lake Powell, however, increasing attempts are being made to
include indigenous perspectives in ecosystem management practices through the Glen Canyon
Dam Adaptive Management Program (Dongoske, Jackson-Kelly, & Bulletts, 2010).
Relating another case of hydropower development in North American indigenous
territories, Chad Marchand of the Confederated Tribes of Colville Reservation described to the
assembly how dam construction in the Columbia River Basin beginning in 1933 affected the
historic salmon runs the basin tribes once depended on. Today, instead of free-flowing rivers,
native salmon are dwindling, and tribes have an increasing reliance on fish hatcheries.
However, after 70 years of negotiation, the tribes now receive some revenue sharing from the
Grand Coulee and Wells Dams that they partially redistribute to membership (N.A., 2008;
Sirois, 2011). Moreover, as a result of the Columbia Basin Fish Accords Memorandum of
Agreement between the Colville Tribes and FC RPS Action Agencies, the tribes are working
with the Bonneville Power Administration, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation to adaptively manage dam operations to meet the biological needs of
culturally significant and endangered fish species (N.A., 2008).
Chad goes on to share that like for the Xerente, forest fires have become an increasing
threat to the Colville Reservation –two major fires occurred in recent years each burning
roughly 500-thousand acres. When asked about management practices, Chad shared that
though the tribes manage fire, they only do so on reservation lands and that they are dependent
on western fire management practices and agencies. In fact, it was illegal to have a volunteer
fire department until these major fire events happened. This dangerous restriction is evidence
of a tiered system in the United States where while sovereign, tribes are limited in how they
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exercise sovereignty in the larger U.S. political system and how they must abide by federal and
state regulations for land-management practices (NCAI, n.d.).
At this juncture, the conversation switched to political participation. João Xerente
revealed that the Xerente people were some of the first indigenous people to speak in the
Federal Chamber not long after contact with the Portuguese in 1736. They requested that their
lands be titled and demanded a respect for their language. Today, the Xerente take advantage
of these requests and consider that they own their land as autonomous spaces. Moreover, the
City Council Chamber consists of 50% Xerente. To him, there is power in these numbers, a
representative number that can contribute to the future of his people. He said “we feel
included.” Resolved to not make additional fast deals or agreements for fear of losing again,
the group is now organized and moving forward with seeking compensation for the dam
impacts in other ways through the Fundação Nacional do Índio (FUNAI), Brazil’s National
Indian Foundation.
More experiences and ideas
passed back and forth across the table as
the two groups seemed to beam with
excitement over the encounter. As the
conversation gradually came to a close,
ghost beads handcrafted by the Diné
(Navajo) were gifted to the Xerente
council members, an apparent gesture of
gratitude and friendship. Posing for
pictures, the group held their fists up
together in the symbol of Indigenous
Power (Figure 2), an expression of their
new formed, yet seemingly timeless
solidarity.

Figure 2. The North-South Indigenous encounter at the Tocantínia Municipal Chamber.

The Visit to Porteira Village
Leaving this monumental exchange, the groups retreated to a nearby café for a delicious
lunch before departing for Porteira Village. After an hour-long drive down a dirt road through
savannah lands awaiting the rainy season, we arrived at a Xerente Village. Xerente community
members were practicing traditional culture in a place where but for vehicles, powerlines
crisscrossing the road, and store-bought clothing, it appeared as though the village had largely
avoided the invasion of capitalist material culture.
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Xerente women and children greeted our group and promptly painted our faces with red
dye harvested from the local Urucum seeds, scientifically designated Bixa orellana (Figure 3).
The Native American delegation was then ushered to seats of high importance and the Chief
Sonzé Xerente showered words upon them in his native Je language. His message was one of
desire to build collaboration between the groups from North and South America, to work
collectively at empowering their communities, and to overcome the legacy of colonialization.
After a vibrant and heartfelt discourse, a memorandum of agreement was signed between the
groups to pursue these goals. Festivities ensued following the signing.

Figure 3. ADN visitors greeted by the Xerente in Porteira village.
First, a reenactment of a betrothal
ceremony took place. Gifts were laid out and vows
between the families were exchanged all before
the bride was escorted away by her uncle for
safekeeping until the wedding day (Figure 4).
Next, in an impressive display of strength, several
young men brought in a sizeable trunk of
brazilwood, or pernambuco, casting it to the fore
of the group. A circle dance followed consisting
of some 35 men and women who chanted as they
winded around rhythmically. The festivities
continued with the sharing of traditional foods,
and the sale of handicrafts such as archery sets
hewn from brazilwood, woven baskets used to
carry fish and crops, as well as glistening items
woven from the famed capim dorado grass.
Figure 4. Xerente wedding ceremony
reinactment.
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After the display of hospitality, our group set out to visit the river. As we walked toward
the Tocantins, the natural terraces created by the river took shape. Descending a trail, we
winded through plots of cultivated land containing food crop species such as corn, cassava,
bananas, and watermelons, among others. Our first stop was a water tower. This feature is both
a source of pride and reminder of discontent for the community. Powered by a solar array
situated further down the path, this tank holds water pumped uphill from the river to irrigate
crops once watered effortlessly by the seasonal swelling of the free-flowing river (Figure 5).
This system was funded by a grant from the “CASA” Social-environmental fund and supported
by Professor Sylvia Setúbal and the Instituto Técnico Federal of Tocantins State (IFTO).
Despite this technological innovation that works as a substitute for the natural
inundation of their agricultural lands, the loss of seasonal floods also means a loss of nutrient
load deposits on their fields. Lacking natural fertilizer lends to a new dependence on other
sources of fertilizer. The community fears that one day, they will have to resort to purchasing
artificial fertilizers. This modest water system pumped by solar energy was perhaps the most
visible evidence of the dam on this landscape. However, its effects were abundant in the stories
of recent fish die offs caused by poor dam management practices and dwindling fishing and
harvests in the waters which once, in a not very distant past, fed the entire village.

Figure 5. Left photo: Ben Colombi and Karletta Chief, University of Arizona professors
stand with the Xerente Chief near the solar panels that pump the water from the river.
Right photo: The water storage tank with the Amazon Dam Network participants
explaining the solar powered pumping and irrigation system.
We ventured past the water tank and solar panels to the edge of the river. Hot from a
long day of travel in the humid, yet dry Savannah, the group proceeded to the river for a
refreshing swim. Here as children laughed and splashed at the outsiders, new alliances were
formed among the scholars, advocates, indigenous, and the river. This trip is testimony to the
adage that ‘rivers connect us.’
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Although Indigenous peoples in Amazonia are a world away from the Rivers of North
America, the present commentary helps remind us of the potential impacts and future scenarios
in the Amazon Basin. Comparing perspectives and experiences in the context of river basins
also forces us to think about what dam building is, who benefits from it, and how Indigenous
peoples and environments are caught in complex socio-ecological webs that are linked to a
capitalist, global economy. Moreover, perspectives and experiences shared in this encounter,
associated with the history of the Colorado River basin along the U.S.-Mexico and the
U.S.Tribes interactions, help highlight the fact that some will pay the price of development
more than others.

Figure 6. The Amazon Dams Network visitors and the Xerente in the Porteira village holding
the memorandum of agreement to support collaboration and knowledge exchange between the
indigenous peoples of North and South America.
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